ABSTRACT. The main result of this paper is that any proper collared embedding of R"~l in Rn can be extended to a homeomorphism of Rn such that the extension depends continuously on the original embedding in a stronger U{f, Ce)={gE FiX, Y)\dif(x), g{x)) < e for all x e C} for C compact, and e > 0.
Uif, e)= [gE F(X, Y)\d(f(x), gix)) < e(x) for ail x £ X} where e: X -► (0, °°) is a continuous function.
These are clearly successively finer topologies which coincide when X is compact.
If M and N are manifolds, let F(M, A) denote the set of proper embeddings of M into N, where a map /: M -► N is proper if /~ '(C) is compact whenever C is. Let R"+ denote {(x,, x2, . . . ,x") £R"|x" > 0}. Smith's version of this theorem had the first space equipped with the majorant topology, and the second space with the compact-open topology; he also needed the restriction n>2, which the following proof does not need. Case (i) is the A. Smith conjecture.
The main tool used in the proof is the technique developed by the author in [1] , but knowledge of that paper is not assumed here.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let
where / is the inclusion, and 145 < 1. For sets X and Y in R", write X< Y if xn <yn for all (x1?.... x") in X, (yx,.... yn) in Y. Suppose /£ U. Then f(R"-1 x 25)<R"~1 x 45 </(R"_1 x 65)<R"_1 x 85, andR"-1 x 125 </(£""! x 1). Define <¿>: Rn -*> Rn by ipixx.x") = (x,,. . . , x" + 45). Then fiR"~l x68)<<pfiR"-1 x65)<R"-1 x 125 <AR""1 * 0-So ipfiR"'1 x 65) C Image/ and R"_1 x 65 </"V/(R'1"1 * 65).
In fact, since d(f, i)<8, R"-1 x 75 <r1<pfiR"-x x 65) and Rn~l x 55 </(Rn_I x 65).
Define ax: R\ ->R\ to satisfy: axit) = t \ft>18, cii(65) = 25, or1(135/2) = 65, <*,(()) = 0, and extend linearly.
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Define a2: R+ Rl+ to satisfy <*2{t) = t ifr<45, a2{t) = t + 48 ift>58, and extend linearly.
Let A = Z?"-1 x [65, 136/2], and let B be the closure of the region between R"~l x 65 &nd f~l<pf{Rn~1 x 68). Define a homeomorphism g: A-*Bby g = {l x^rV-Hl xtt2Ml xûx).
OnZ?"-1 x 65, g = identity, and on Zî"-1 x 13S/2,g = f~l<pf{l * <*i> Let a3 take [65, 105] linearly onto [65, 135/2], and let h =fg{l x a3). Finally we can extend A to a proper embedding F(f) from Z?" to Rn by setting Fif)ix)=f{x) if0<x"<65, = h{x) ifx">65.
Then certainly F: U-+E{R"+, R") and F(/)|Z?"_1 x 0 =/|Z?n_1 x 0. It remains to check that F is continuous with respect to the topologies of (i) and (ii). Case (i). Let F be a neighbourhood of F(f) in E{R+, R") with the compactopen topology. Without loss of generality assume V = U{F{f), C, e) for some com- Let e2 be such that dix, v) < e2 and x and y both in (A + l)Bn~x xR'n (Image /) imply
Note that
and (4) rf(«r1W,ar10'))<4if(x,^)
for allx and y. Let and ¿OKI x a3)x, /V(l x a3)x) < e (using 5).
That is d{h{x), h'{x)) < e.
This is true for all x in NBn~l x [65, 105]. So, since <p is an isometry, d{h{x), Ji{x)) < e for all x in NB"'1 x [65, °°) and since d{f, /') < e, d{F{f){x), Fif'){x)) < e for all x G NB" ~l x R \. (because eN+2 <eN+1< eN), d{F{f){x), F(f'){x)) < e. Thus F{W) C V as required. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 implies the corresponding noncompact canonical Schoenflies theorem by applying the relevant noncanonical form.
As observed before the statement of Theorem 1, the three topologies introduced there and labelled 1, 2 and 3 are successively finer. Theorem 1 provides an extension that is continuous if the embedding spaces forming the domain and the image are given topologies 2 and 1 respectively, or 3 and 2 respectively. It is clearly impossible to get an extension which would be continuous with respect to topologies that gave the image space a finer topology than the domain, but it might be hoped that the same topology could be used for both spaces.
A version of such a canonical extension in Case (1) , that is with both spaces equipped with the compact-open topology, is in fact proved in Theorem l(i) above. However in the "true" version, U (the domain of F) would be a neighbourhood of the inclusion in the compact-open topology, and such a theorem is clearly impossible: /would have too much freedom outside any given compact set. However there are no such obvious reasons why the other cases should not hold; one might conjecture that extensions as in Theorem 1 could be constructed to be continuous with respect to the original embedding with both spaces equipped with either the uniform topology (2) or with the majorant topology (3).
Failure of the above proof to yield this result in Case (2) can be traced to the fact that if M is a noncompact metric manifold, and A/(Ai) is given the uniform topology, then the function taking/to/-1 fails to be continuous at points / for which /""x is not uniformly continuous. The proof given does not work for Case (3) (both spaces having the majorant topology) because the construction cannot be made to "fade out" in the [0, °°) direction of the extension.
It is clear that the proof given above in Case (i) is equally valid for a general manifold in place of R""1, AR"-1 and (A + l)Än_1 being replaced by appropriate compact sets, and so the following theorem is obtained: Setting M = Sn~l in Theorem 2, and observing that the natural homeomorphism 5n_1 x R1 -► R" -0 induces homeomorphisms of the corresponding embedding spaces, recaptures a form of the compact canonical Schoenflies theorem: Theorem 3. There exist a neighbourhood U of the inclusion in E(2Bn -Int B", R") and a continuous map F: U-+EÍR" -Int 5", R") such that for all fin U, F(f)\S"~l -f\S"~1, each embedding space having the compact-open topology.
As a corollary to Theorem 3, by considering the one-point compactification of R" and inverting, we obtain the usual form of the canonical Schoenflies theorem: Theorem 4. There exist a neighbourhood U of the inclusion in E{B" -KB", R") and a continuous map F: U-+E{B", R") such that F{f)\Sn-1 = f IS"'1 for all fin U.
So far, this work has concentrated on extending embeddings of codimension 1, using the generalised Schoenflies theorem. For codimensions greater than 1, J. Stallings [6] has proved an analogous theorem which can be stated in the following form:
Proposition [6, Theorem 9.2]. Iff: Rk -* R" {n> 5) is a locally fiat embedding, with k < n -3, or k = n -2, {R", j\Rk)) unravelled at infinity, and R" -j\Rk) having the homotopy type of'S1, then there exists a homeomorphism hofR" such thath\Rk =/ It is natural to ask whether this extension can be chosen to vary continuously with respect to/in some sense. Theorem 6 asserts that it can, being a corollary of the following more general theorem. Let Bk denote the closed unit ball in Rk, and if M is any manifold, let H{M) denote the space of self-homeomorphisms of M So dihix,t),ih)'ix,t))<i2r + l)ex.
Therefore if ex is chosen so that ex < e/((AT/65) + 1) (5 is fuced and AT and e depend only on V), then d(F(f)(x, t), F(f')(x, t)) < e for all (x, t) in D x KBk and so F(f') £ U(F(f), D xKBk,e)C V. Thus F(W) C V, and F is continuous.
Note that if/is piecewise linear in the above theorem then F(f) will be piecewise linear. Also it would not be hard to arrange F(f) to be differentiable if/is differentiable.
As stated above, the most important case of this theorem occurs when M is a Euclidean space, and so for emphasis the following immediate corollary of Theorem 5 is stated explicitly. Note that in this case the techniques used here do not yield a version of this theorem to correspond with part (ii) of Theorem 1 : there is no control over the behaviour of F(f) towards infinity in the 5* direction.
For Lie same reason the method does not appear strong enough to deduce the corresponding compact version, that is a canonical extension for locally flat embeddings of 5* in S", where n -k > 1.
